
Flex The Function 
Of Your Space.
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The old formula of the cubicle-laden office has been replaced by unique spaces, with a 
blending of products, that accommodate different types of working. 
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The Way We Work Reflects The Way We Live. 
Do you sketch your ideas in a notebook or on an iPad®? Check emails at the local coffee 
shop? Quickly huddle in an open area rather than schedule a meeting room?

The old formula of the cubicle-laden office has been replaced by unique spaces that 
accommodate different types of working. Along with the flexibility afforded to new 
technologies, the office has become 
an extension of how we live, and 
there is no longer a one-size-fits-all 
approach. 

It’s now possible to be productive 
away from the “cubicle”. There are 
work areas for meeting with clients, 
brainstorming, focused working, 
rejuvenating, and collaborating just 
to list a few. 

These areas all interconnect and reflect the individual work patterns and preferences that 
define today’s modern workplace. The key is to select products that integrate together 
to form the productive space you need, and also provide you with the flexibility to 
transform as needs change. From Canvas to Plush, KickStart to One10, Indiana Furniture 
develops each series to not only work alone, but to effectively complement others for a 
complete solution to the ever-changing needs of the workplace.

Plush + Cush 

Square One + Natta + Canvas



Our broad portfolio 
provides you with 
opportunities to 
transform (and 
re-transform) places 
of interaction and 
group engagement.

Plush + Runna + Iconic + Cush Square One + Spirit + Natta

Fifteen Pods + One10 + Triple Play KickStart + Spirit Lounge + Canvas
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Visit www.IndianaFurniture.com to see our entire portfolio 
and be inspired by today’s modern working spaces.

Promote Interaction 
and Engagement.

KickStart + Tri-One + Spirit Square One + Isla + Triple Play + One10

Our nearly endless 
combinations of styles, 
products, technology,
and comfort easily 
support making daily 
business decisions and 
brainstorming ideas.

Make Meeting Spaces 
More Meaningful.

Plush + Runna + Spirit + Strut + Canvas Tables Natta + Fifteen Lounge + Spirit

Fifteen Pods + Fifteen Lounge KickStart + Jot + TriOne

Select from Seating, 
Storage, and Tables to 
create huddle spaces, 
breakroom gathering 
spots, and more!

Create Hubs 
For Productivity.


